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The Hour We Knew Nothing Of Each Other

By Peter Handke
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The Left-Handed Woman by Peter Handke
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FROM THE DIRECTOR
Prophesied by Kierkegaard

In The Repetition, one of his earliest, and pseudonymous, texts, Kierkegaard, loyal to a conviction that frequently allows him to rummage around in the junk-yards of art for what eludes the claim of the larger, completed works, treats in some detail the subject of farce. Talking about the old Friedrichstadt Theater in Berlin, he describes a comedian by the name of Beckmann in whose image he anticipates that of Chaplin's subsequent one with the gentle fidelity of the daguerreotype. Kierkegaard's sentences are: "He is not only able to walk, but he is also able to come walking. To come walking is something very distinctive, and by means of this genius he, Beckmann, also improves the whole scenic setting. He is able not only to portray an itinerant craftsman; he is also able to come walking like one and in such a way that one experiences everything, surveys the smiling hamlet from the dusty highway, hears its quiet noise, sees the footpath that goes down by the village pond when one turns off there by the blacksmith's — where one sees B. walking along with his little bundle on his back, his stick in his hand, untroubled and undaunted. He can come walking onto the stage followed by street urchins whom one does not see."

The one who comes walking is Chaplin who gazes the world like a slow-moving meteor even when he appears at rest, and the imaginary landscape that he brings along with himself is the meteor's aura which, here in the quiet noise of the village, collects itself into transparent peace while he and his hat and stick, that fit him well, goes ambling onward. The invisible tail of street boys is that of the comet which the earth nearly cuts without becoming really aware of it. But thinking of the scene in Goldrush, where Chaplin comes walking up to the gold-digger village like a haunted photograph in the living film, and disappears by crawling into the hut, is as if his figure, suddenly re-recognized by Kierkegaard, had populated, as a prop (Stalagge), the 1840 cityscape from whose background the start now finally unloosed itself.

From Ohne Leitbild (Twice Chaplin) by Theodor W. Adorno
Suhrkamp Verlag, Frankfurt/Main.
Translated from the German by Michael Roloff.

Used with permission of Suhrkamp Kultur. © The Estate of T.W. Adorno
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